During the early stages of HIV research, imaging of HIV was confined to the ultrastructural level 1 . These early images gave us glimpses of the viral life cycle from the early stages of entry, with HIV detection at the plasma membrane and within endocytic/vesicular compartments through to different sites of viral assembly/budding in CD4 T cells and macrophages [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Whilst these previous snapshots of fixed specimens were seminal in nature, the increasing use of fluorescent proteins (FP) and key advances in fluorescent microscope technologies now give us the tools to test hypotheses in not only live cells, but also with live virus that could also be tracked in real-time. Herein we review the advances in HIV tracking, with an emphasis on recent observations that link HIV to the cortical F-actin network during HIV egress.
Imaging tags and viral entry
One of the first comprehensive live imaging studies of HIV focused solely on entry and movement towards the nucleus. Led by Hope and McDonald 6, 7 , labeling and tracking of HIV particles entering cells was largely based around two key methods. First was the ability to make virions and supply FP via separate constructs and thus allow labeling of virus at the protein level. Second was the ability of the viral protein Vpr to not only package into budding virions through its non covalent association with the p6 region of HIV Gag 8 , but also its ability to remain associated with the Reverse Transcriptase complex (RTC) post entry 9 . Thus the relatively small size of Vpr and its ability to be fused with one of many FP and its ability to be delivered into virions in trans, made it indispensible for HIV entry trafficking from the membrane to the nucleus. Labeling of virions has now expanded beyond HIV Vpr and now includes HIV Gag fluorescent fusion proteins and lipid markers 10 . Whilst FP have been used extensively to date, the emergence of small genetic tags in various key HIV proteins (such as HIV Integrase and Nucleocapsid 11, 12 ), now enables investigators to track several HIV products en route to the nucleus.
The pitfalls and challenges of imaging HIV egress
As highlighted above, labeling of mature HIV particles for entry studies was primarily achieved using a system of supplying markers in trans. Thus post one round of infection, the ability to track virions was lost. For laboratories like our own, the study of viral spread between cells was our major aim and any marker that was lost in a single round provided limitations to these studies. Thus viral genomic incorporation of a visible tag was the next challenge for researchers. Indeed success in genomic incorporation ensured multiple rounds could be detected and viral egress in physiologically relevant cells could potentially be tracked. Initial attempts at introducing FP within the viral genome, although successful, came at the cost of severe viral attenuation 13 . Attenuation, we hypothesised, was the result of the size of the insertion, so ourselves and others examined alternatives that would lower the genomic load of the tag. The 'smaller' tag of choice as an alternative to FP was a system known as genetic tags and represented peptides, that once fused to protein of interest, could be detected by a membrane permeable biarsenical dye 14 . Whilst genetic tags were one solution, our ultimate aim was to use this as a complementary approach by developing a system of genetically tagged and FP containing viruses to ensure that any labeling specific artifacts were accounted for.
Tracking of HIV within infected cells
The biggest obstacle to the use of genetic tags was the poor signal to noise ratios 11, 15 . Indeed early staining procedures observed significant background staining that was only overcome if the signal of the fusion protein was significantly above background or in cellular areas that were not prone to dye accumulation (i.e. mitochondria). For those wishing to use this system for viral entry events, the issue was ingeniously addressed by either cell free viral labeling or arguably the least invasive method known as metabolic labeling 11, 12 . Whilst this enabled studies of viral entry by tagging many different HIV proteins 11 , studies of viral egress still remained a challenge due to background noise. Refinement of the tag sequence through library screening and increased stringency in the staining
Under the Microscope procedures increased the feasibility of using this technique in infected cells 16 . Indeed both ourselves and others applied this technology to arguably the most difficult to stain cells (largely due to the abundance of mitochondria) and subsequently successfully achieved staining of viral particles within infected cells 15, 17, 18 . At the same time both ourselves and others found the solution of working with the large FPs in the context of the major structural protein HIV Gag. The key was based on two levels of rescuing the virus. The first level by introducing flanking HIV protease cleavage sites around FPs when they were placed in the context of HIV Gag. The second by diluting the FPs within viral preparations through the supply of wild type HIV Gag and Gag-Pol only at the protein level [18] [19] [20] .
Tracking viral pathways that were previously undetectable
Given our ability to work with both genetic tags and FPs within the HIV genome, we had an unprecedented foundation to control for any labeling specific artifacts. That is, given the diverse nature of the two types of viral labeling, the probability of artifacts in both techniques would be intrinsically low. Whilst this approach ensured imaging would be representative of the virus life cycle, each approach had key features that enabled us to look at the virus in a completely new light.
The benefits of imaging virions using genetic tags
The power of genetic tags was initially at four key levels. Firstly the low genetic burden on the virus, secondly the fact the tag can remain with key viral proteins, thirdly that the virus did not need to be rescued and finally that the tag was retained after weeks of viral passaging. That said, these advantages were instantly counter balanced by the staining procedure and the fact the resulting fluorescence was still limiting and as a consequence would limit its versatility for live imaging at either high frame rates or over prolonged periods of time. Whilst these features have been known since the development of the technique, what was intriguing was what the system actually detected in live HIV infected cells. To be brief, the system is based on key spaced cysteine residues within the peptide fused to the protein of interest. The cysteines however need to be reduced to ensure they recognise the dye. Thus the genetic tag system represents a REDOX sensor, where depending on the REDOX state of the tag, it is turned 'on' or turned 'off' for dye recognition. Initially this did provide confusion when interpreting staining of HIV particles that were either newly forming at the membrane or had already undergone fission at the plasma membrane and/or were in vesicular compartments of neighboring cells. The confusion can be summarised by the simple fact the virus phases through reduced and non-reduced conditions during the assembly and fission process respectively. Indeed the majority of retroviruses 21 , curiously encode a sulfur-containing amino acid at the Protease dimer interface that enables viral protease to be regulated by a REDOX switch. That is, when reduced within the infected cell cytoplasm viral protease is active, but post egress/ fission, protease is rendered inactive. Whilst the latter describes a viral enzymatic switch based on REDOX, this in turn translated to a visible switch when utilising the genetic tag system, 'on' when virions were forming and 'off' when they had undergone fission at the plasma membrane (Figure 1 ). Thus the additional power of this technique is its ability to detect only newly forming virions at the membrane that have yet to cycle through the fission process 15 .
Living cells reveal previously unknown pathways and structures
The most important feature of both FPs and genetic tag approaches is the ability to keep cells alive. This enables preservation of cellularviral structures that would otherwise be lost in the harsh conditions of chemical fixation and/or immuno-labeling. As a working example of this, the combined use of genetic tags and FPs within the HIV genome led to first observation and characterisation of cellular/viral structures known as HIV filopodia (Figure 2 ) 18 . Briefly, cells of the immune system promiscuously probe their external environment using membrane extensions known as filopodia. Filopodia can be further defined as slender extensions formed at the plasma membrane by the active polymerisation of F-Actin by Arp2/3 and/or a family formin member. It was the ability to actually observe these structures that led us to critically rethink how we view viral egress at the plasma membrane at several levels. Firstly, the high-jacking by the virus of highly dynamic and promiscuously contacting structures would indeed be predictably important for the spread of the virus.
Secondly, HIV filopodia as a culminating phenotype supports hard- Figure 1 . In the upper panels HIV staining using genetic tags/biarsenical dyes are presented on the left (green) and HIV immunostaining for capsid on the right (red) in an infected dendritic cell population. Of note immunostaining is biased for mature virions that have already proceeded through fission and release. In contrast genetic tags stain virions yet to cycle through fission. Thus as can be appreciated in the lower panels with overlays, both stains are mutually exclusive and are able to stringently resolve differential pools of HIV virions.
wiring of HIV egress to the underlying cortical F-Actin network in every infected cell type. Whilst these initial observations were critiqued as an in vitro phenotype, cryoelectron microscopy of HIV infection in vivo has recently independently observed HIV filopodia 22 .
Conclusions
The process of developing labeling techniques for HIV virions has created many challenges for molecular virologists, especially in keeping the virus close to wild type. Through key advances in labeling of virus for live cell microscopy and the exponential increase in fluorescence microscope technology, we are currently observing biology that was previously in the dark. Given the power of each labeling and detection technique gives scientists, not only in virology and also cellular biology, the ability to test new hypotheses, further iterations will refine what we observe and likely provide more instances where we observe biological events that are not only unknown but potentially pivotal in understanding the underlying pathogenesis to the disease. In red filopodia are stained using fluorescently conjugated phalloidin that binds to the F-actin filaments of the filopodial core. In white are HIV particles revealed using HIV gfp encoded as a C-terminal fusion with HIV gag within the HIV genome. Blue is nuclear staining using DAPI as a counter stain. Note the terminal embedding of HIV particles at the filopodial tips, which are free (left panel) or engaged (right panel) in cell-cell contacts. Of note, HIV stains using genetic tags reveal HIV at the terminal tips, thus resolving the virions to immature HIV particles yet to undergo viral fission.
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